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Abstract: In recent years, the ability to manage schedules using a mobile device equipped with a touch panel has increased.
However, when one wishes to add a new event to the schedule book, taking into account the transit time of an existing event,
it is necessary to switch to another application or website. In this paper, we design a support system for additional events to
automatically determine whether the new event can be added. If this is impossible, the system proposes a time range that can
have events added.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The recent widespread use of smartphones has en-
couraged efforts to provide context-aware services (e.g., i
concier[1] and Google Now[2]). Here, ”context” encom-
passes various meanings: user context, physical context,
computing context, and time context. A context-aware ser-
vice provides a user with the desired results, depending on
the changing context. To achieve this, you must know what,
where, and when to understand the current context, but the
spread of smartphones is resolving this issue. The smart-
phone is equipped with various sensor systems (e.g., a GPS
sensor, an acceleration sensor, and a touch sensor) and a cam-
era function. In addition, we can easily develop applica-
tions that can acquire, collect, and disseminate information
obtained from each function.

How to manage time for the individual is another impor-
tant issue. We have complex schedules, and storing them
is difficult. We have to manage events in the calendar and
schedule book. With the recent development of an environ-
ment using networked computers, we can check and change a
schedule anytime and anywhere by using the schedule man-
agement system in the smartphone. We believe that this kind
of demand is increasing and will continue to increase in the
future. In addition, by using the existing scheduling infor-
mation, we can understand what should be done where and
when. When planning an additional appointment, it is nec-
essary to consider the transit time. To determine the transit
time, we may use empirical data or use a web route search
service. The former approach is less accurate, and the latter
is time consuming.

With this as background, the purpose of this study is to
design a system that supports the addition of an event while
considering existing events and that can quickly add events.
To achieve this, our system includes schedule management,

which automatically determines whether new events can be
added. The system is more accurate than an empirical deter-
mination and less troublesome than using a web route search
service. In addition, if the event cannot be added, our sys-
tem searches for times at which it can be added and proposes
candidate them.

2 MOTIVATION

Mobile phones are used in many different situations.
Therefore, research has focused on gathering information
that can be observed using mobile phones with added sen-
sors, and on the use of the collected information to suit the
user’s situation. For example, Kamisaka et al. observed
actual daily mobile phone user operations with minimal in-
terference for six months[3]. They then demonstrated that
machine learning could be used to predict future operations
based on the collected information[4]. Additionally, they
proposed a system to recommend applications, according to
the situation, based on collected information and application
usage. In addition, Kozawa et al. proposed a method for
extracting prior advice from the web[5]. The method first
identifies whether or not a given sentence provides advice. If
the sentence is identified as advice, the method then iden-
tifies whether or not the sentence constitutes prior advice.
Matsuura et al. created a design for a scheduling support
system[6]. Their method extracts Web information based on
position information and information provided by schedule
management. It is possible to provide relevant information
after asking the user for information, such as providing a map
of the vicinity of a specified destination and the travel route
from the user’s current position to that destination. The
user can obtain various information related to the schedule
without having to search a Web site. In addition, acquiring
position information provided by GPS enables providing in-
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formation thatreflects the current time and the user’s loca-
tion.

In this paper, we collect the history of a user using the sys-
tem as a life-log. We have achieved a decision-support sys-
tem for individuals to use when adding events, which takes
into account the transit time for events on the schedule that
have already been registered.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
This section provides an overview of the system’s addi-

tional support events, the function of each module, and the
internal algorithms.

3.1 System Overview
In this study, we design a mobile application system with

the function of schedule management, route searching, and
support for adding events. For schedule management, we
created a calendar that can be synchronized with Google
Calendar. For route searching, the system performs a route
search based on the event information that the user has reg-
istered and displays the information necessary to reach the
destination and to assist the action of the user. In addition,
it accumulates a life-log search history in a local database
stored in the high-performance mobile phone that is designed
to speed up the search. To support adding events, the system
determines whether a new event can be added. If this is not
possible, the system proposes a time when the event can be
added.

Figure 1 illustrates using the system.

Application systemin smartphoneUser

I want to add an event, but I need to consider other appointments. Route searching
Event addition supportDetermine whether addingan event is possible No Yes

details of the event
time range candidates

ScheduleAdd eventSelect candidatedetails of the event

Enter event information
Suggest

Fig. 1. Use of the system

3.2 Implementation environment
This system is implemented on an HTC Desire Soft-

Bank X06HT equipped with Android 2.2 using Java lan-
guage. The development environments used Eclipse3.6 (He-
lios) with Eclipse plug-ins and the Android SDK distributed

by Google. For the local database we used SQLite, which is
a standard feature on Android devices.

3.3 System configuration

Figure 2 illustrates the overall system configuration.

Outputex））））propose candidate of time range

InputSchedule Information

Local DB Route search historyLocation informationSchedule information Setting

Route searching moduleSchedule management moduleLocation management module
Event data generating unit

GUI management unit
Exchange of dataWi-Fi communication

Determination moduleCandidate suggestion module
Event addition support unitMobile application system

Fig. 2. System configuration

3.4 Schedule management module

The schedule management module manages event infor-
mation including the title of the event, the location, the start
time, the end time, and the means of transportation.

3.5 Location management module

The module is implemented to enable the user to regis-
ter and manage location information while looking at a map.
This module was created in order to reduce the need for typ-
ing. Thus, when entering position information into the sched-
ule management module, it is unnecessary to describe the
details of the address and buildings. Getting location infor-
mation uses the location package (android.location) provided
with the Android SDK.

3.6 Route searching module

The route searching module displays the daily schedule
along with routing information based on the time afforded
that takes into account the time margin from the current po-
sition, the start time, the end time, the location, and the trans-
portation. Route searching uses the web service provided by
Google. Analyzing the html source code of the route search
results provides the necessary time, the time required, the de-
parture time, and the arrival time. The time margin has the
same meaning as in the Osako et al. study[7], and indicates
that there is enough time to prepare the schedule. In addi-
tion, the starting point can be selected by the user from the
following three.

1. Current position in the GPS information
2. Location that the user has previously registered
3. Position obtained from the schedule information
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The destinationpoint uses position information obtained
from the schedule information. Transportation may include
car, bicycle, walking, or train. The arrival time is before the
scheduled time margin.

3.7 Module to determine whether adding an event is

possible
This module checks to determine whether a temporal

overlap exists using the route searching module and event in-
formation obtained from the schedule management module.
If there is no overlap,it is possible to determine additional
events from event information stored in the local database. If
there is an overlap, the hours of the additional event are cal-
culated using the overlap time and a candidate is proposed.

3.8 Module to propose candidate for time range that can

accept an event
When the module determines that it is not possible to add

an event, this module proposes a candidate time. Here, a
collection of one-day events is referred to as an event group.

Upon calculating the time range in which an event can be
added, we perform a two-way case analysis of the location
where the new event is to be added.

(a) Pattern to be inserted at the beginning or end of an event
group

(b) Pattern to be inserted between events

Case (a) is covered by Eq. (1), which determines the stag-
ger time of the last or first event. We choose the larger of the
overlap time or time margin to determine the stagger time.
The system proposes the time the user can leave or arrive
with a time margin ofTStagger.

TStagger=
{

TOverlap (TOverlap≥ TMargin)
TMargin (TOverlap< TMargin)

(1)

Next, we describe Case (b). As an example, assume
that you are adding a new event (event z) to existing events
(events x and y), as depicted in Fig. 3. The necessary time is
defined as the time that you need to consider when you want
to add event z. The necessary time is the total of the running
time of event z plus the time margin and the travel time be-
tween events x and z and the travel time between events z and
y. In addition, the time slot between events x and y indicates
the time between the start time of event y and the end time of
event x.

The system proposes up to three candidate time ranges
when the event can be added. Thus, there is a possibility that
when the proposals between the same events, the system pro-
pose time range biased. To exclude this possibility, it is nec-
essary to consider where new events can be inserted between

Eventx EventyTransitTimez⇔yEventzTransitTimex⇔z
Add

SlotTime

NecessaryTime

TimeMargin
TimeMargin

Fig. 3. Adding an event

SlotTimeNecessaryTime NecessaryTime NecessaryTimeMaxNumber
SlotTime’

Fig. 4. Maximum number of events that can be added

existing events. Equation 2 gives the maximum number of
events that can be added.

Nmax(x,y,z) = ⌊ TSlot(x,y)
TNecessary(x,y,z)

⌋

TNecessary(x,y,z) = TTransit(x,z)+TTransit(y,z)

+TEvent(z)+TMargin

TSlot(x,y) = TStart(y)−TEnd(x)−TMargin

(2)

To calculate the time range in which an event can be
added, we obtain the gap time between the candidates (Slot-
Time’ in Fig. 4). Correcting the value calculated by Eq. (2)
so as not to exceed the number of candidates proposed, we
obtain the formula for the gap time between the candidates
in Eq. (3).

T ′
Slot(x,y,z) =

TSlot(x,y)−TNecessary(x,y,z)×N(x,y,z)
N(x,y,z)+1

N(x,y,z) =



NCandidate

(NCandidate< Nmax(x,y,z))

Nmax(x,y,z)

(NCandidate≥ Nmax(x,y,z) > 0)

0

(otherwise)

(3)

Finally, Eq. 4 calculates the start time and end time for
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candidate w-th.

T ′
Start(x,y,z,w) = TEnd(x)+wT′

Slot(x,y,z)

+(w−1)TNecessary(x,y,z)

T ′
End(x,y,z,w) = TEvent(z)+T ′

Start(x,y,z,w)

(4)

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed a user support system for ad-

ditional events, taking into account the existing events. It
determines the additional events and proposes a time range
in which events can be added. This system enables users
to schedule new events more smoothly than by conventional
decision-making systems. In addition, problems related to
determining transit time (such as low precision, or being
time-consuming) were addressed in order to facilitate using
a life-log. Future work will demonstrate the effectiveness of
this system by evaluating the accuracy of the proposed can-
didates.
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